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Debra Caplan

N OMADIC C HUTZPAH : T HE V ILNA T ROUPE ’ S T RANSNATIONAL
Y IDDISH T HEATRE PARADIGM , 1915–1935
Consider an unlikely scenario. In the midst of World War I, a motley group
of Jewish refugees in their teens and early twenties becomes obsessed with the idea
of creating a “Yiddish art theatre” modeled upon Stanislavski’s famous Russian
company. By day they work as laborers, storekeepers, housepainters, and wartime
smugglers; by night they teach themselves the basics of acting and stagecraft from
outdated Russian and German books. The only theatre building where they can
afford to perform is a dilapidated former circus on the outskirts of town, repurposed by the German army as a military stable. The roof leaks, and the stage
reeks of horse dung. It is a bitterly cold winter, and since there is no money for
heat, the actors rehearse with frozen limbs and thaw their stage makeup over the
footlights. They eat one meal a day—a single boiled potato—and rehearsals are
routinely interrupted when actors faint from hunger.
Within a few months, however, these same actors are performing in the most
extravagant theatre in their city, a building that has never before permitted Jews,
let alone Yiddish, upon its stage. Within a year, they are the most famous
Jewish theatre company in Eastern Europe, and their productions are frequently
reviewed by the Polish, Russian, and German press. In ﬁve years, they have
become a global sensation, drawing the attention of prominent Jewish and
non-Jewish theatre artists, politicians, and intellectuals from across Eastern
and Western Europe, North and South America, and beyond. They are widely
regarded as one of the foremost avant-garde theatre companies in the world.
This was the improbable rise of the Vilna Troupe, a Yiddish theatre company that became a global sensation between the two world wars. The amateur
actors who founded the company were wartime refugees who came together in
Vilna after a Russian military decree forced them to evacuate the cities where
their families had lived for generations. Most were scarcely out of their teens
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and had no formal theatrical training or professional experience. Yet in spite of these
obstacles, the actors who made up Vilna Troupe toured on an almost constant basis
between the company’s founding in 1915 and its dissolution in 1935: ﬁrst to other
modest cities and towns in Poland, then to the unofﬁcial capital of Yiddish culture in
Warsaw, and subsequently to Austria, Romania, Germany, Holland, Belgium,
France, England, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Australia, New Zealand, and throughout the United States, traveling in complex patterns of multidirectional migration across countries and continents. Buoyed by a global audience base and unconﬁned by the geographical-linguistic boundaries that
limited the national theatres of their neighbors, these Yiddish actors were uniquely
able to develop a theatre company that operated on a global scale.
Yiddish, the primary vernacular of Eastern European Jewry, had always held
a decidedly low position within the multilingual hierarchy of Ashkenazic Jewish
culture. Hebrew was the holy language of the Torah and prayer, and Aramaic
was the intellectual language of the Talmud and rabbinic law; but Yiddish, as
the language of the masses, did not share the same linguistic prestige. Similarly,
Jewish intellectuals regarded the ﬁrst generation of professional Yiddish theatre
companies that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century as unworthy of
serious attention and derided the Yiddish stage in caustic and unsparing
terms as “a sea of manure” or “a ﬂood of trash.”1 In a sudden reversal, however,
the Vilna Troupe succeeded in earning the devotion not only of these Yiddishspeaking intellectuals but also of a diverse global audience that cut across
religious, linguistic, and national divides with ease.
It was through the productions of the Vilna Troupe that hundreds of thousands
of theatregoers around the world ﬁrst encountered the Yiddish stage, and for many,
the encounter was signiﬁcant. In Paris, a gravely ill Sarah Bernhardt deﬁed her
doctor’s orders and insisted on being carrying into the theatre on a litter just to
see the Vilna Troupe perform before she died.2 In Bucharest, a young Eugene
Ionesco attended every performance of the visiting Yiddish artists; decades later,
he would credit the Vilna Troupe’s aesthetic with inspiring his career as an absurdist
playwright.3 In Antwerp, the Belgian monarchy refused to allow the Vilna Troupe
to pay to rent the city’s ﬁnest theatre and insisted on personally subsidizing the company’s expenses, citing an obscure provision in the royal charter that “true art”
should be shown for free.4 In London, every theatre in the city shut down for the
Vilna Troupe’s opening night so that their actors could learn from the visiting
Yiddish players who had attracted international acclaim.5 The Vilna Troupe was
Harold Clurman’s favorite Yiddish theatre company, and Clurman and Stella
Adler dined regularly with founding members of the Vilna Troupe during their
Group Theatre years.6 Broadway producer and director David Belasco regularly
attended Vilna Troupe productions in New York and wrote the actors fan mail,
which the actors then translated and reprinted in full-page advertisements in the
Yiddish press.7 Other devotees included playwrights George Bernard Shaw and
Israel Zangwill; the artistic director of the Romanian National Theatre; and the
kings of Romania and Greece, who requested special royal command performances
in their palaces.8 These responses are all the more surprising when we recall that the
Vilna Troupe performed exclusively in Yiddish, a language with historic low-culture
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associations that a signiﬁcant percentage of its well-heeled European audience members did not speak or even understand. How, then, can we account for the meteoric
rise of this Yiddish company from an obscure group of teenage amateurs to a central
ﬁxture of the interwar theatrical avant-garde?
My contention is that the Vilna Troupe’s unlikely success was enabled by the
company’s embrace of transnational itinerancy as its central organizing principle,
artistic ideology, and marketing strategy. I call this approach “multimodal transnationalism,” by which I mean a method of theatre making that is predicated upon multiple kinds of frequent and sustained movement across a large geographic territory.
Encompassing nine distinct companies, hundreds of actors, and dozens of directors
and designers across ﬁve continents at the height of its inﬂuence, the Vilna Troupe
was a transnational theatre phenomenon on a scale unparalleled in its era.
This article considers the Vilna Troupe as a turning point in the history of transnational theatre practice. The case of the Vilna Troupe offers the theatre historian
unique insight into how audiences and critics responded to one of the earliest documented transnational phenomena of the modern stage, albeit one that has been almost
entirely excluded from the English-language historical record.9 For decades, the
artists of the Vilna Troupe have been unfairly conﬁned to the margins of theatre history, their names—Dovid Herman, Leib Kadison, Alexander Azro, Sonia Alomis,
Noah Nachbush, Chaim Shniur, Bela Belarina, Mordechai Mazo, Miriam Orleska,
Joseph Buloff, Luba Kadison, Jacob and Yocheved Waislitz, and hundreds of
others—virtually unknown to scholars. In fact, as this article will demonstrate, the
Vilna Troupe was a seminal institution in the development of the modern theatrical
avant-garde, and its productions inﬂuenced an entire generation of both Jewish and
non-Jewish theatre practitioners to reconsider their activities in more self-consciously
global terms. The Vilna Troupe modeled the artistic and economic rewards of adopting transnational theatre practices before a diverse global audience that included some
of the most prominent theatre practitioners of the twentieth century, including
Reinhardt, Belasco, Bernhardt, Clurman, Adler, Ionesco, and others. In arguing for
the Vilna Troupe’s centrality to modern theatre history, I am suggesting that we cannot fully understand these artists or the trajectory of the twentieth-century stage without accounting for the activities of these Yiddish performers. The transnational rise of
the Vilna Troupe, I contend, is thus no minority branch of modern theatre history but
in fact is one of its most central and little-known chapters.

T RANSNATIONALISM AND THE C ASE OF THE Y IDDISH T HEATRE
One must be especially cautious about terminology when discussing transnationalism. In simple terms, “transnational” refers to individuals, organizations,
and phenomena that operate across rather than within national borders. But as
scholars in many disciplines have noted, the term is often used with little conceptual grounding. (“The concept’s sudden prominence,” note sociologists Luis
Eduardo Guarnizo and Michael Peter Smith, “has been accompanied by its
increasing ambiguity.”)10 “Transnationalism” has been used variously to describe
a way of thinking, a mode of economic exchange, a political construct, a means of
cultural production, and a method of ideological dissemination.11 As social
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anthropologist Steven Vertovec has argued, although there are many kinds of
“global activities” among individuals, groups, and institutions that “share the
adjective ‘transnational,’” much of the extant scholarship shies away from a precise deﬁnition of the term.12
Likewise—indeed, perhaps even more than our social science colleagues—
when theatre historians and scholars of contemporary performance talk about
“transnationalism,” we are all too often not speaking the same language.
What criteria must be met for a particular theatrical phenomenon to qualify as
“transnational?” Must it include performers or directors who physically travel?
Border-crossing repertoire? International aesthetic exchange? A global reception?
Does transnationalism connote unidirectional movement (i.e., a theatrical technique or play traveling from one geographical location to another) or does it
refer to regular back-and-forth migration? Are all touring companies necessarily
transnational? Are some more transnational than others? Arriving at a rigorous
deﬁnition of “transnationalism” in theatre studies is further complicated by the
semiotic multiplicity of our subject. After all, “theatre” is itself a contested term
that describes an interconnected array of artistic phenomena. The physical presence of bodies on a stage is juxtaposed with ever-present reminders that everything
the spectator sees refers to something else: a dramatic source text, the aesthetic universe of the stage production, the outside world.13 Determining precisely who or
what travels in transnational theatre is thus no simple task.
Although there is a growing body of work on the increased prevalence of
transnational practices in contemporary theatre, there has been little scholarship
on the historical origins of theatrical transnationalism. While some, most notably
Robert Henke and Eric Nicholson (in their volume Transnational Exchange
in Early Modern Theater [Ashgate, 2008]) and Christopher Balme and Nic
Leonhardt (with their ongoing Global Theatre Histories Project), have documented
the existence of transnational performance practices in the past, the historical
development of transnational theatre is still not well understood. The underlying
assumption is that contemporary transnational theatre is a by-product of technological advances in communication and transportation, not the result of any particular historical occurrence or encounter.
Yiddish theatre has never been included in this emerging discourse on
transnational theatre. However, Eastern European Jews could be considered the
archetypal transnationals of the modern period. As historian Rebecca Kobrin
has argued, any positioning of transnationalism as a contemporary or postmodern
phenomenon automatically excludes Ashkenazic Jewish culture, which came of
age in the context of large-scale forced and voluntary migrations in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.14 “Transnationalism is nothing new,” asserts Kobrin.
“East European Jews behaved like the quintessential transnational migrants.”15
If Kobrin is right, if Ashkenazic Jews are the original, prototypical modern transnationals, then it stands to reason that their theatre would have much to offer the
student of transnational performance.
Most studies of transnational theatre circulation must still contend with the
dynamics of the particular national-linguistic context from which its artists emerged.
An Italian actor performing in France is still an Italian actor, and regardless of
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personal preference or citizenship, he or she retains an inextricable link to a particular geographical locale and national identity. But interwar Yiddish theatre dismantles
conventional notions of transnational theatre because it operated in the total absence
of a national infrastructure. Between the two world wars, Yiddish speakers were
scattered around the world without access to the government subventions, dramatic
academies, established performance spaces, or any of the other beneﬁts nationally
based theatres tend to have at their disposal, and constant travel was virtually the
only way for a Yiddish theatre company to survive. The Vilna Troupe thus did
not “go on tour” in any traditional sense; rather, we might say that the Vilna
Troupe was always on tour. There was rarely a stable home base to which the actors
could return after their travels, rarely a theatre building, town, city, or even country
that “belonged” to the Vilna Troupe in the sense that Moscow “belonged” to the
Moscow Art Theatre. Instead of representing a particular nationality or geographic
territory, the artists of the Vilna Troupe considered themselves to be representatives
of a global Yiddish culture and aligned themselves with the Jewish political movement for a cosmopolitan nationalism (“diaspora nationalism”) that regarded locationbased national identiﬁcation as a relic of the past.16
Though the company’s name implied a connection with a ﬁxed location (the
city of Vilnius or, as it was called in Yiddish, Vilne), Jewish audiences always understood that the company’s name was merely a performance of locational stability
(non-Jewish spectators, understandably, were often less certain). In fact, although
the Vilna Troupe originated in Vilna, the company performed in that city only a
handful of times after its initial departure in 1917. A Vilna Troupe actor, regardless
of his or her city or country of origin, belonged most fully to the global Yiddish theatre networks established by the company, not to the Eastern European nations with
rapidly shifting borders from whence they had come.17
The case of the Vilna Troupe thus poses a particular set of challenges that have
not yet been addressed by the emerging discourse on transnational theatre. Without
the reference point of an ofﬁcial or location-based national culture, how do theatrical
ideas travel across borders? What does transnationalism mean in a diasporic context?
What can an itinerant-by-design theatre offer that distinguishes it from ﬁxed-location
counterparts? These questions, I would like to suggest, are not tangential but rather
are necessary for understanding how performers, dramatic repertoire, and theatre
practices travel. It is not enough to simply tag a theatrical endeavor as “transnational”—we must also ask how its transnationalism works and how it might relate
to other transnational theatrical phenomena both past and present.
T HE V ILNA T ROUPE ’ S M ULTIMODAL T RANSNATIONAL P ARADIGM
The Vilna Troupe developed a multimodal transnational theatre practice that
relied upon several types of movement across borders: structural, aesthetic, and
economic. In designating the Vilna Troupe’s transnationalism as multimodal, I follow sociologists such as Waldinger and Fitzgerald in foregrounding the multidirectionality of transnational activity—that is to say, a sustained pattern of multiple
exits and entries across national borders.18 The Vilna Troupe’s transnational
approach also relied heavily on the simultaneous travel of multiple incarnations
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of the company. The Vilna Troupe’s multimodal, multidirectional transnationalism operated concurrently on three axes:
1. structural transnationalism—the reliance of a theatre company upon the constant, steady migration of bodies across borders;
2. artistic transnationalism—the global circulation of aesthetic ideas, techniques, texts, and/or stylistic elements; and
3. economic transnationalism—the movement of capital without regard to
national taxes or regulations and/or a global marketing strategy that seeks
to develop an internationally recognized brand.
In the case of the Vilna Troupe, as we shall see, all of these factors were
inextricably intertwined. Taken together, these strategies allowed the troupe to
experiment with theatre in ways that surprised and delighted audiences.
As a multimodal transnational enterprise, the Vilna Troupe was unusual for
its era, and it was precisely this approach that distinguished its productions from its
competitors and enabled it to become the interwar equivalent of a viral sensation.
Although European theatre companies routinely crossed European borders prior to
World War I, entire troupes rarely made transatlantic voyages. Individual performers, however, traversed the Atlantic much more frequently.19 Though some theatre artists traveled on a global scale (e.g., as Christopher Balme has documented,
impresarios such as Daniel E. Bandmann and his son, Maurice Bandmann, who
toured a series of theatre companies across North and South America, northern
Africa, and the Far East in the ﬁrst decades of the twentieth century), these efforts
tended to be led by a single artist working with a succession of theatre companies,
each with its own repertoire, aesthetic, and audience.20 But the Vilna Troupe
developed a mode of transnational theatre circulation that relied upon vast networks of interconnected artists to promote a single brand simultaneously in multiple locales. The Vilna Troupe thus bears strong resemblance to exactly the sort of
transnational theatrical activity have become increasingly prevalent today—
for example, the global branding and marketing of Broadway musicals (which
often, as in the case of Phantom of the Opera, run simultaneously in multiple
countries with the same logo (Figure 1), staging, aesthetic, and design).21
Today, the fundamental organizing principles of the Vilna Troupe—frequent
back-and-forth travel, multimodality, global branding, and simultaneity—are common features of the contemporary stage.
The Vilna Troupe thus represents a turning point in the history of theatrical
transnationalism, the bridge between nineteenth-century models of theatrical travel, based largely upon the voyages of individual performers and impresarios,
and contemporary multimodal transnational performance practices. The Vilna
Troupe’s vision of itself as a world theatre with a global reputation and its insistence that itinerancy could be a distinct artistic advantage showed other theatre
practitioners new methods of transnational theatre making and inspired many to
follow its lead. Unlike most of their contemporaries, these Yiddish theatre artists
were completely itinerant, which meant they had little to lose in an artistic gamble:
if a play was poorly received, if a politician spoke out against them, if taxes or
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Figure 1.
Cover of the program for the Vilna Troupe’s production of Der dorfsyung
(Vilna, 1916), RG 8, box 41, item #176744. From the Archives of the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, New York.
regulations were too onerous, or if local interest vanished, they could simply pack
up and move on to the next town, country, or continent.22 The Vilna Troupe’s
entire existence was so precarious that there was little incentive to be cautious.23
It was this attitude embraced by the artists of the interwar Yiddish theatre, this
“nomadic chutzpah,” that fueled their unlikely success.

S TRUCTURAL T RANSNATIONALISM : T HE S UN N EVER S ETS ON THE
Y IDDISH S TAGE
In 1979, Joseph Buloff—one of the last surviving members of the Vilna
Troupe—was invited to give the keynote speech at a regional festival of Jewish
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culture. When he ﬁrst came to America in 1924 with the Vilna Troupe, Buloff told
his audience, there were twenty-four professional Yiddish theatres in the United
States, sixteen in Poland, six in Russia, six in Buenos Aires, four in Romania,
three in Lithuania, and two each in Latvia, South Africa, France, England, and
Canada. “They used to refer to the Yiddish theatre as to the British Empire
where the sun never sets,” Buloff quipped. “When the curtain comes down in
Britain, the curtain comes up in N.[ew] York.”24 Left unmentioned was the fact
that the vast majority of these interwar Yiddish companies were run by members
of the Vilna Troupe, which was, in fact, a network of hundreds of Jewish theatre
artists who marketed their performances under a single moniker.
The Vilna Troupe relied upon the constant cross-fertilization of Jewish
directors, performers, playwrights, designers, and theatre critics across geographical borders. Traversing countries and continents as a matter of course, the members of the Vilna Troupe encountered new repertoires, theatrical techniques, and
aesthetic trends that other theatre artists around the world were using and then
adopted these globally sourced models into their own productions. This rich transnational exchange of theatrical ideas was a by-product of the Eastern European
Jewish experience during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when
persecution and political instability compelled millions of Jews to migrate across
vast distances. These large-scale migrations led to the creation of speciﬁc pathways for transnational cultural circulation among an interconnected network of
Yiddish-speaking communities across the globe. The development of a thriving
cross-continental Yiddish press, for example, laid the groundwork for the emergence of a global theatre movement by creating a Yiddish-speaking audience
base that was globally dispersed and in constant communication. In parallel
with the transnational circulation of Yiddish literature and the Yiddish press, the
Vilna Troupe operated on a global scale over the course of its twenty-year tenure.
Or rather, we might say more precisely the Vilna Troupes. Beginning with
the ﬁrst of many quarrels among Vilna Troupe actors in 1918 (sparked in this case
by a love triangle and a surprise elopement), there were always several Vilna
Troupes operating simultaneously in multiple locales. Over the course of two decades, well over two hundred individual actors performed under the mantle of what
we might better call “the Vilna Troupe phenomenon.” Not only did each individual Vilna Troupe travel more frequently and extensively than other companies of
the period, but also the simultaneous existence of multiple Vilna Troupes created a
globally recognizable brand. With each Vilna Troupe performing in an average of
forty to sixty cities a year, it often seemed to theatregoers that the company was
everywhere at once. The Vilna Troupe’s geographical multiplicity was perhaps
the company’s greatest achievement, enabling any theatre artist who could call
himself a Vilner (a member of the troupe) to have the same loyal audience base
and high-art reputation no matter where he or she traveled.
In its early years, the Vilna Troupe was a small and discrete company of ﬁfteen actors that performed across a limited region of Eastern Europe.25 By 1921,
two Vilna Troupe companies were touring simultaneously across Eastern and
Western Europe. Private train cars were reserved to carry the company, their
sets, and their costumes from town to town: from Kishinev (Chișinău) to
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Cracow (Kraków), from Lemberg (Lviv) to Czernowitz (Chernivtsi), from Łódź to
Belz, stopping in dozens of small towns along the way. It was not uncommon for
impoverished rural Jews to travel great distances to see the Vilna Troupe perform,
carrying a chicken or a goose in the hope of bartering the animal for a ticket.26
As the actors prepared to leave each locale, they found dozens of eager amateurs
at the train station hoping to join the troupe as extras. The troupe designated a
special train car for these volunteer actors and carried hundreds of them across
Eastern and Western Europe.27 In 1924, a branch of the Western European contingent departed for the United States, and another Vilna Troupe company formed in
their absence. By the mid-1920s, there were four Vilna Troupes with a total of seventy actors performing from Odessa to Los Angeles.
The existence of multiple, simultaneous Vilna Troupes gave the company
the illusion of omnipresence, thus enabling it to develop a global reputation in
the space of a few years. In a single week of a 1924 Warsaw newspaper, for
instance, a Yiddish reader might have come across:
• a telegram announcing that the Vilna Troupe had ﬁnished its tour in
Yugoslavia, was now performing in Czechoslovakia, and would soon arrive
in Vienna;
• a letter to the editor about a current Vilna Troupe production in Lemberg;
• an advertisement for the Vilna Troupe’s upcoming season in Warsaw;
• a review of the Vilna Troupe’s tour of Belgium and Holland;
• a review of the Vilna Troupe’s recent performances in New York; and
• an announcement that the Vilna Troupe would soon be performing in
Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore.28
Although each incarnation of the Vilna Troupe vehemently denied the existence of the others, all of the Vilna Troupe branches remained remarkably consistent in their repertoire and aesthetic. Indeed, they were in constant communication
with one another, as actors and directors frequently switched afﬁliation among various branches of the Vilna Troupe to settle artistic differences or romantic quarrels
or to suit family or personal preferences.
A successful production by any one branch of the Vilna Troupe would
usually lead to a nearly identical production of the same play by all of the other
branches in rapid succession, thus quickly developing a global reputation for
that play that was disseminated by the Vilna Troupe’s network of nomadic performers. For example, the 1920 world premiere of The Dybbuk in Warsaw by one
branch of the Vilna Troupe was followed by a virtual copy by another branch in
Berlin a few months later, directed by the original director (who had switched
his Vilna Troupe afﬁliation) with a new cast. Since spectators and critics were unaware that the production was a second original, the reviews coming out of Eastern
Europe served only to further The Dybbuk’s growing reputation in the West and
vice versa. Similarly, The Dybbuk’s reception in New York City was augmented
by the effusive press coverage of another branch’s nearly simultaneous Dybbuk
tour in Bucharest and Odessa.29 In total, during the 1920s and 1930s nearly half
a million theatregoers attended the Vilna Troupe’s touring productions of The
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Dybbuk as “Dybbuk mania” swept across dozens of countries.30 The Dybbuk’s
reputation as a global sensation was a product of the Vilna Troupe’s structural
transnationalism—its ability to appear to be simultaneously present in multiple
places at once.
Several more Vilna Troupes emerged during the 1930s, but these new companies continued to travel the same established circuits as previous incarnations
(though American-based Vilna Troupes did expand slightly to include Montreal,
Toronto, Mexico City, and Winnipeg). By the mid-1930s there were more than
two hundred actors afﬁliated with one of ﬁve distinct Vilna Troupe companies—
each of which considered itself to be the only real Vilna Troupe and, at least in public, vehemently denied the existence of the others.31
However, it is only when we add the travels of individual Vilna Troupe
actors to this map that we can see the true scope of the company’s transnational
reach. It was not uncommon for an afﬁliated actor working in São Paulo,
Bulawayo (in what was then Southern Rhodesia), or Auckland to publicize his
or her independent projects using the famous Vilna Troupe name. When founding
Vilna Troupe members Alexander Azro and Sonia Alomis did a show in Glasgow
in 1935, in Brooklyn in 1936, or in Mexico City in 1942, they billed themselves as
“Principles of the World Famous Original Vilna Troupe” and prominently displayed the company’s logo.32 These appropriations of the Vilna Troupe brand
by the company’s former members may have been unofﬁcial, but they were
also an integral part of the Vilna Troupe phenomenon. Mapping the career of
Vilna Troupe actor Joseph Buloff, for instance, expands the geographical territory
of the troupe’s inﬂuence to include Argentina, Brazil, and Israel.
If we then examine the career of a Vilna Troupe actor such as Jacob Waislitz,
who used the Vilna Troupe logo to market his productions for decades after leaving the company, the territory expands again to include Sweden, South Africa,
Zimbabwe, Australia, and New Zealand. Adding the Vilna Troupe–branded performances of actor Avrom Taytlboym to the map demonstrates how afﬁliated
actors frequently migrated back and forth between Eastern Europe, Western
Europe, and the United States while performing with different branches of the
company. Similarly, mapping the theatrical career of Vilna Troupe actor Shmuel
Iris expands the territory yet again to include Harbin (in northern Manchuria),
and Moscow, where Iris performed during World War I just prior to joining the
troupe. Iris would go on to perform with various incarnations of the Vilna
Troupe in Romania and New York City, and later as a solo artist marketing his
work with the Vilna Troupe brand name and logo in Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro.
Though no Vilna Troupe was ever formally active in South America, Africa,
or Australia, afﬁliated actors such as Buloff, Waislitz, and Iris traveled to these
countries and staged classics from the Vilna Troupe repertoire, advertised their
connection to the company, and used the famous Vilna Troupe logo in their posters and programs. The Vilna Troupe was thus less a discrete theatre company than
a global network of Yiddish performers, all of whom adopted the same repertoire,
aesthetic style, and brand identity. The Vilna Troupe built its reputation upon this
structural transnationalism, in which individual companies and artists, operating
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more or less independently across dozens of countries, claimed afﬁliation with a
single overarching organization. The Vilna Troupe could be anywhere or anyone.
To some extent, it was everywhere and everyone, encompassing nearly every
country, city, or town where Yiddish theatre was performed and including nearly
every major ﬁgure of the interwar Yiddish stage among its ranks.
A RTISTIC T RANSNATIONALISM : T HE A ESTHETICS OF I TINERANCY
In addition to this structural transnationalism, the Vilna Troupe adopted an
aesthetic strategy in which the artists envisioned their own position of geographical precariousness as a source of theatrical creativity. The basic aesthetic strategy
of the Vilna Troupe was to embrace itinerancy as an artistic advantage, thus reconceptualizing what had long been perceived as Jewish theatre’s greatest liability—
its geographical instability—as a virtue.
Unlike most avant-garde theatre companies of the period, whose productions typically depended upon access to speciﬁc theatre spaces, state subsidies,
and the gradual cultivation of an audience speciﬁc to a given locale, the Vilna
Troupe had to design all of its productions to travel across great distances. Sets,
costumes, lighting, and properties always had to be eminently portable, regardless
of a director or designer’s artistic desires. Each set piece had to be dismantled to ﬁt
into a train car, props and costumes were carefully designed to be lightweight and
to occupy the minimum amount of space, and every lighting design had to be
readily reproducible in a range of performance spaces, from grand proscenium
stages in Europe’s urban capitals to converted barns and hastily erected tents in
rural hamlets. As the vernacular theatrical tradition of a nomadic people,
Yiddish theatre had always required its artists to improvise under changing circumstances; but Yiddish actors and critics alike had long lamented that all of this wandering had prevented the Yiddish stage from reaching the artistic heights of its
peers. The Vilna Troupe was the ﬁrst Yiddish theatre to leverage the itinerant circumstances of Jewish theatre artists as fodder for creativity.33
The Vilna Troupe’s productions drew stylistic inspiration from the various
aesthetic inﬂuences its members encountered as they traveled, combined with
the actors’ own ideas about avant-garde staging and design. The stylistic elements
that the Vilna Troupe’s critics lauded as “innovative” were more often than not
borrowed from other theatre artists: the ensemble-based style of the Moscow
Art Theatre, the Romanticism of Stanisław Wyspiański, the repertory theatre system and directing style of Max Reinhardt, the stylized modernism of the avantgarde Polish stage, the ﬂexible staging of Adolphe Appia and his followers, the
constructivism of Vsevolod Meyerhold, the technological innovations introduced
by David Belasco, and repertoire drawn equally from Eastern Europe, Western
Europe, and the Americas—all combined with auditory and visual elements
based upon liturgical melodies, synagogue aesthetics, and the gestural vocabulary
of traditional Jewish religious practice.
For example, the Vilna Troupe’s 1920 world premiere of The Dybbuk, the
most successful production in the company’s history and a landmark of twentiethcentury theatre, featured staging modeled upon recent work by Max Reinhardt and
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a set design that strongly resembled German expressionist designs of the period.
Yet the entire action of the play was also framed by a gigantic tallis, or Jewish
prayer shawl, that served as a constant visual reminder of the play’s Jewish speciﬁcity (Figure 2).
For Jewish spectators, the opening and closing of the tallis curtain at the
beginning and end of each act invoked familiar rituals: the opening and closing
of the synagogue ark to reveal the Torah, the wrapping of one’s body in a prayer
shawl during silent prayer, the ceremonious shrouding of a Jewish corpse in the
tallis of the deceased, and so forth. Similarly, the ritualized atmosphere evoked
by the prayer shawl curtain was reinforced by stylized vocals in which the actors
adopted liturgically inﬂected melodic speech patterns that incorporated traditional
Jewish melodies into nearly every line of dialogue. Yet the Vilna Troupe’s interweaving of liturgical music into the action of the play was also modeled upon the
“sacred act” performance style associated with Polish director Juliusz Osterwa, in
which spectators were invited to “bear witness” to “holy rituals”—that is, ritualized performance practices embedded in modernist productions.34
This strategy of global aesthetic borrowing, in which elements from a wide
range of non-Jewish theatrical avant-gardes were fused together with distinctly
Jewish inﬂuences, enabled the Vilna Troupe to attract diverse audiences to the
Yiddish theatre. It was not uncommon for a Vilna Troupe audience to include
Yiddish-speaking Jews sitting side by side with prominent non-Jewish intellectuals, Russian and German military commanders sitting with Jewish refugees,
or religious Jews in dark coats and fur hats sitting next to politicians and
European royalty. Nearly every Vilna Troupe production, regardless of branch
or locale, was accompanied by a program that consciously cultivated this diverse
audience through fully bilingual cast and crew listings, playwright biographies,
and extensive scene-by-scene plot summaries for the non-Yiddish-speaking spectator. The Vilna Troupe’s highly theatrical, visually arresting production style and
the company’s early emphasis on the precise layering of spoken dialogue with
visual and aural cues also contributed to its appeal for non-Jewish theatergoers.
Supported by an international audience and fueled by a globally sourced
artistic sensibility, the Vilna Troupe was perfectly positioned to develop a transnational reputation for theatrical creativity. Individually, the actors may have longed
for a home, as indeed many did; but collectively, the Vilna Troupe was able to
create innovative theatre art precisely because of its perpetual homelessness.
For the company members, however, this globally sourced aesthetic was
hardly intentional or even conscious. The members of the Vilna Troupe were accidental innovators whose aesthetic contributions to the modern stage had more to
do with the conditions of Jewish life in Eastern Europe than with avant-garde
ambition. Often, chance mishaps during travel led to the adoption of new design
or staging strategies. Once while traveling in the Polish countryside, for example, a
Vilna Troupe branch unexpectedly ran out of cash and could no longer afford electricity to light the stage. In desperation, the actors spent hours manually rigging
wires to override the theatre’s electrical system, producing an eerie and unusual
lighting effect in the process that delighted their urbane Polish critics.35 On another
occasion, Vilna Troupe director Mikhl Weichert charmed Warsaw audiences by
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Figure 2.
The Vilna Troupe’s Dybbuk, Paris, 1922. Photo: Laurence Senelick Collection.
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using a homemade Linnebach projector, modeled on projectors that he had
observed in Western Europe, to project twenty-ﬁve dynamic settings onto dyed
curtains, thus freeing up enough space in the train cars to enable the company
to mount an epic production on a scale unprecedented in the Yiddish theatre,
including a full orchestra, choreographed battle scenes with hundreds of extras,
and more than a hundred and ﬁfty costumes. Weichert’s interest in projected
sets was motivated more by the medium’s portability than by aesthetic considerations (“We had to project them, so that they would ﬁt on every stage—even the
most primitive ones—and so that they could change as quick as lightning,” he told
journalists), but spectators and critics interpreted the production as an artistic
landmark.36
Decades later, Vilna Troupe actor Joseph Buloff attending his ﬁrst Beckett
production would respond to claims of the playwright’s singular achievements:
“Modern style, my foot! I pioneered Theater of the Absurd back in the twenties!”37
By its nature, the infant Jewish theatre had to be absurd because it grew out of
the absurd situation of the Jews of Czarist Russia. . . . When [Jewish actors]
recognized spies entering the makeshift theatre and inﬁltrating the audience,
they would send a signal to the stage. Then, abruptly, the actors would switch
from the Yiddish script they were performing. An actor from Poland would
begin declaiming in Polish. A Hungarian actress would answer him in
Magyar. A couple of actors who only knew Yiddish would carry on a dialogue
in meaningless gibberish—“Nov shmoz kapop. . . .” And so on. The audience,
in on the ruse, would listen to this babble impassively. . .. There you have it: a
dozen actors on a bare stage, each one speaking a different language.
Alienation, failure of communication, absence of objective meaning—all
the elements of Theatre of the Absurd. And it was invented a century ago
by Jewish actors out of grim necessity.38

Coy though it may be, this description of a modernist playwright unconsciously adhering to an aesthetic sensibility invented by Eastern European Jews
reﬂects how the artists of the Vilna Troupe thought of their work. Simply put,
they believed that the Yiddish theatre—itinerant, global, teetering on the edge
of economic and political precariousness—was, precisely for these reasons,
uniquely positioned to stand at the vanguard of the theatrical avant-garde.

E CONOMIC T RANSNATIONALISM : B RANDING AND THE B USINESS OF
G LOBAL T HEATRE M AKING
The structural and aesthetic transnationalism of the Vilna Troupe was augmented by the company’s creation of a brand identity that also operated on a global
scale. Each Vilna Troupe employed a particular nexus of practices that conveyed a
ﬁxed identity to spectators and critics: an instantly recognizable name and logo, an
avant-garde performance style that drew from the work of other theatre practitioners around the world, and a single repertoire. Any Yiddish theatre artist
who could demonstrate his or her connection to the Vilna Troupe could use this
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brand identity to develop an instant audience base virtually anywhere in the world
where Yiddish-speaking Jews resided. In the 1920s and 1930s, this was a substantial global population: in 1939, there were nearly 12 million Yiddish speakers
worldwide, with millions in Europe and North and South America, hundreds of
thousands in Asia, and tens of thousands in Africa and Australia.39
As is well documented in business research, effective branding requires
more than the simple material distribution of brand markers (logos, names,
designs, etc.) to consumers. A brand identity emerges only when these symbols
are imbued with a particular set of consumer experiences in the form of a narrative.40 The most successful brands thus function as repositories of collective storytelling and act as “vessels of self-expression” for consumers, who value these
brands for their perceived “identity value.”41 Moreover, as contemporary scholarship on international branding has documented, the mere perception that a brand is
“global” tends to create positive associations for consumers about the product’s
quality.42
Beyond the aesthetic value of its productions, the Vilna Troupe’s unlikely
success on the world stage can be explained, in part, by its deployment of a highly
effective transnational branding strategy. To borrow from Douglas B. Holt’s theory of cultural branding, the Vilna Troupe brand became a “cultural icon”43 for
Ashkenazic Jews dispersed around the world and functioned as a kind of shorthand for modern Yiddish culture’s myriad successes during the interwar period.
“Vilna,” as one journalist reﬂected on the ﬁfteenth anniversary of the company’s
founding, “is no mere name but, rather, an idea.”44 Individual actors and directors
were by and large irrelevant to this brand identity; instead, the Vilna Troupe brand
was associated with a more abstract notion of what the troupe represented for its
members: a demonstration of Yiddish cultural validity and an instrument of transnational cohesion for Yiddish-speaking Jews dispersed around the globe.
The Yiddish press, which was just as globally interconnected as its Jewish
readers, played a signiﬁcant role in the worldwide dissemination of the Vilna
Troupe brand. Since readers tended to maintain their subscriptions even as they
migrated across vast distances, interwar Yiddish newspapers and journals regularly reviewed theatre productions in other countries and even other continents.
A daily such as Haynt (Today), for example, may have been published in
Warsaw, but it also maintained a signiﬁcant circulation in Western Europe, the
United States, South America, and British Mandate Palestine. Collections of
Yiddish newspapers in libraries and archives around the world thus often bear
the address labels of local subscribers: a New Yorker with a subscription to a
Buenos Aires Yiddish journal, an Australian who followed the Polish Yiddish
press, a Parisian Jew with a subscription to a Romanian Yiddish paper, and so
forth.45 A collection of Haynt in Tel Aviv bears the characteristic inscription of
a loyal, itinerant reader:
Haynt, my beloved paper that I read as long as you existed. I was never able to
part with you. . . Wherever I was and whenever I happened to be, you were
there with me. I collected all of your issues and carried them across oceans,
and when I arrived in our land, I collected you again. . .46
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A network of foreign theatre correspondents kept the Vilna Troupe in the
public eye of the global Yiddish press for a full two decades, regardless of
where any individual branch of the company performed. As early as 1919, during
the ﬁrst major international ﬂowering of the Vilna Troupe’s reputation, Abraham
Cahan, the editor in chief of New York’s Yiddish daily Der forverts,
ventured across the Atlantic to ﬁnd out if the troupe was as good as the Polish
Yiddish press had indicated. Delighted by the company’s production of
Peretz Hirschbein’s naturalist drama Dem shmids tekhter (The Blacksmith’s
Daughters), Cahan continued to time his voyages to Europe over the next ﬁve
years to coincide with major Vilna Troupe premieres, until he was ﬁnally able
to convince a few members to defect and form their own Vilna Troupe in
New York City.47 Notices about the Vilna Troupe’s Eastern and Western
European activities appeared in Der forverts’s theatre page on a weekly basis
throughout the mid-1920s. New York audiences were thus already well acquainted
with the Vilna Troupe brand by the time the ﬁrst actors arrived on American soil in
1924. This pattern—in which the Vilna Troupe’s global reputation arrived in a city
or town long before the actors themselves—was repeated over and over.
During the 1920s, a Yiddish-speaking Jew almost anywhere in the world
could open up a morning newspaper and ﬁnd conﬂicting reports of the Vilna
Troupe’s presence in dozens of cities at once. Adding to the confusion, reviews
of the troupe’s productions tended to be remarkably similar. As one Warsaw
correspondent for the Forverts commiserated with his American readers:
You wake up and read in the paper:
“THE VILNA TROUPE IN BERLIN : For the past week, the Vilna Troupe has
performed to enormous acclaim in Berlin. They presented The Dybbuk for
their ﬁrst performance, and on the second night they performed The
Abandoned Inn. The third night—The Family, and they are currently preparing Day and Night and Amnon and Tamar. Their performances were attended
by the most eminent German artists and critics of Berlin.”
But then you pick up a second paper and read:
“THE VILNA TROUPE IN VIENNA: The Vilna Troupe, which has been performing here for a week, has had extraordinary success. Besides The
Dybbuk, The Abandoned Inn, The Family, and Day and Night, they are preparing a production of Amnon and Tamar. Their performances were attended by
the most prominent Christian critics and artists of Vienna. . ..”
Another paper: “THE VILNA TROUPE IN PARIS ”
And yet another: “THE VILNA PLAYERS IN HOLLAND”
You leap up as if scalded. What the heck is this?? At the same time as they are
performing in Amsterdam, they are a hit in Paris, and on the very same day
that they are a sensation in France—their performance delights the Dutch
press?48

Articles about the Vilna Troupe that had been commissioned by North and
South American papers were often reprinted in the European Yiddish press
and vice versa. These articles enabled Yiddish theatregoers in the Americas and
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beyond to participate, albeit remotely, in the Vilna Troupe’s initial rise to fame. By
the time the Vilna Troupe embarked on its ﬁrst transatlantic voyage, the company
had already been present on the American Yiddish theatre scene for years.
Just as a consumer approaches a brand-name commodity because of particular associations, for spectators and critics the title “Vilna Troupe” carried certain
expectations about how the companies would perform and how they ought to be
received by audiences. These expectations, in turn, impacted the spectator’s
experience of the performance event, coloring every Vilna Troupe production
with the aura of how other productions had been received around the world.
When people heard that the Vilna Troupe was coming to town, wrote one journalist, the reaction was always the same:
Who? The Vilna Troupe? Ah, yes. We know them already . . . and we will
attend! Nobody asks: Who is performing? What are they performing? What
difference does it make who or what? This is the Vilna Troupe! It’s a sure
thing, a brand.49

A Vilna Troupe production was virtually guaranteed to make international
headlines wherever it was being performed, regardless of the play’s merits or
the speciﬁc individuals involved. Because of the Vilna Troupe’s successful global
branding, the actors were able to ensure that Jewish spectators and critics around
the world would enter each and every Vilna Troupe production primed by years of
effusive accolades from the Yiddish press.

I TINERANCY FROM L IABILITY TO V IRTUE
In 1919, a group of theatre artists afﬁliated with the Vilna Troupe founded
Poland’s ﬁrst Jewish Actors’ Union (Yidisher Artistn Fareyn, or YAF).50 Ofﬁcially,
according to the terms of its registration with the Polish government, the
YAF was simply the Jewish equivalent of the Union of Polish Theater Artists
(Związek Artystów Scen Polskich). Like its Polish counterpart, the YAF was an
active member of the short-lived International Union of Theater Artists, which
included twenty-one constituent theatre unions from across Europe and the
United States.
But while the other organizations in the International Union each represented theatre artists from a single country, the YAF’s activities extended far
beyond the borders of Poland to the outermost reaches of the transnational interwar
Yiddish theatre. The Dansk Skuespiller Forbund represented Danish actors, the
Svenska Teaterförbundet represented Swedish actors, the Budapesti Színészek
Szövetzége represented Hungarian actors, and the Actors’ Equity Association represented American actors. In Yiddish, however, actors unionized across national
borders.51 In its ofﬁcial documents and correspondence, the union maintained
the ﬁction that it was a national actors’ union just like the others, but its membership rolls revealed the truth. At any given time, nearly a quarter of the YAF’s
active members resided abroad. Those who provided permanent addresses in
Poland were out of the country more often than not, and the YAF thus maintained
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active correspondence with actors and Yiddish theatre companies in twenty-ﬁve
countries: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czechoslovakia,
Danzig (an independent city-state during the interwar period), Denmark, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico,
British Mandate Palestine, Romania, South Africa, Switzerland, the United
States, the USSR, and Yugoslavia.52
There could be no such thing as a national actors’ union for the artists of
the interwar Yiddish theatre, for theirs was a theatre with outposts everywhere
Ashkenazic Jews resided. More than any other group, the Vilna Troupe was
responsible for transforming the Yiddish stage into a theatre more resolutely transnational—in its structure, aesthetics, and economic strategy—than its audiences
had ever encountered. Indeed, the Vilna Troupe’s supporters consciously cultivated the idea that the company’s global success heralded a new era of cosmopolitanism for the modern theatre. As one critic humorously described the potential
advantages of transnationalism:
Soon there will be such a strong link between the Yiddish theatres of America and
Europe that companies will travel from Warsaw to New York, just as today actors
set out on a tour from New York to Boston or from Chicago to Detroit. The very
notion of great distance is vanishing altogether, and soon there will come a time
when, if a Yiddish theatre company from America is on their way to Europe and
realizes that somebody forgot to bring along Dovid Moyshele’s beard, they will
simply send the stage manager on an airplane from the middle of the ocean, and
he will meet the company in Europe with the beard.53

The Vilna Troupe’s success was understood to mark a turning point for the
Yiddish stage, in which geographical distance could no longer artiﬁcially constrain
a theatrical tradition that thrived upon transnational border crossing. The Vilna
Troupe’s global network of afﬁliated companies and theatre artists had a lasting
impact on modern theatre, even after the dissolution of the last branch of the company in 1935. As for the Théâtre Libre after 1896 or the Group Theatre after 1941,
echoes of the ideology, aesthetic vision, and repertoire developed by the Vilna
Troupe continued to linger long after the company’s demise. Without the Vilna
Troupe, we might never have had a Eugene Ionesco or a Harold Clurman.
An entire generation of groundbreaking scenic designers—including Mordecai
Gorelik, Sam Leve, and Boris Aronson in the United States and Szymon Syrkus
and Andrzej Pronaszko in Poland—learned their craft working alongside former
Vilna Troupe members. The troupe also served as a major transatlantic and transhemispheric conduit for dramatic repertoire between the wars. For example, the
company was responsible for introducing the work of Eugene O’Neill to the
Eastern European stage.54 As members of a nonterritorial theatre tradition that
was most at home on the borderlines between nations, the globally dispersed network of performers that constituted the Vilna Troupe was uniquely positioned to
transmit theatrical ideas across borders in a period long before advances in transportation and communication would enable virtually any theatre artist to exert a
global presence.55
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